
Boring gimlet 
For passing through short, 

Removal, drainage 
tight bend 

Flexible head length 84 em For passing through short, 
Long siphons 

tight bends 

Spiral saw blade 0 75 mm 
Shredding branches and other 

Roots 
materials 

Rotating saw blade 0 1 00 Shredding branches and other 
Cutting and scraping walls 

mm materials 

Feed Retrieving objects 

Feed Retrieving objects 

Large corkscrew Retrieving objects 

Corkscrew Retrieving objects 

Corkscrew Retrieving object Tapered 

Hook auger Retrieving objects Drill ing 

Smooth knives 0 38 mm Finishing tools Grease stoppages 

Smooth knives 0 38 mm Finishing tools Grease stoppages 

Articulated connector Others 
All portable electric pipe 

cleaners 

HIGH PRESSURE PIPE CLEANER 

2932 : Pro HP Cleaner-Clearer 

Mobile and complete for semi-intensive use. 
Quickly wash your sites, frontage using the low pressure I high 
pressure lances. 
Strip the toughest surfaces deep down thanks to the rotating 
nozzle lance. 
Clean blocked pipes effectively with the 3 retro-jet nozzle. 

A professional quality assembly: 
- 2800 rpm motor for semi-intensive use. 
- Brass axial pump and stainless steel pistons for maximum endurance. 
-Automatic shut off function to preserve the motor and reduce electricity consumption. 
- Non-deforming, shock-resistant PE injected hood. 
- Large diameter moulded hub wheels to cross any obstacle. 

High pressure washing function : 
- Gun with lockable trigger. 
- Sheathed HP/LP multi-jet lance. 
- Rotating nozzle lance: cleaning power doubled. 
- 1 pro HP hose (12 m) on roller with brake. 
- 2 removable 0.6 I. detergent tanks that can be controlled separately. 

Pipe cleaning function : 
Cleans and unblocks all types of pipe obstructed by grease or friable materials such as 
grease, silt, soap, sand and clay. 
- 3 retro-jet nozzle (1 /8"): simply guide the hose which moves forward thanks to the pressure. 
- 20 m pipe cleaning hose. 
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